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translated from Tulasi Dasa he would have to eke out his
metre by the insertion of otiose epithets, just as we used
to do with the help of a gradus when writing Latin
verses at school. There are numerous traces of this in
the Sanskrit version. In the third sloka, visdradd and
the whole of the following pada are superfluous. So the
third pdda of the ninth sloka. The tenth and eleventh
slokas are a very clumsy version of the neat dohd of
Tulasi Dasa (11. 10 and 11). In his fourteenth sloka he
makes the frightened children cry not only for their
parents, but for a brother, thereby leaving us to assume
that each child had only one brother. The two last pddas
hardly represent the words of Tulasi Dasa, " who is there
now to save us ?" In the sixteenth, the pdda," svicakdra na
rdvanah " is unnecessary surplusage. Similarly, the seven-
teenth sloka is an evident expansion of the corresponding
line of Tulasi Dasa. Very instructive is the fourth sloka,
where Tulasi Dasa's alliteration of racana and racand is
spoilt in the Sanskrit racandm racaydmdsuh.
For these reasons, I do not think that, so far as present
materials are available, there is any proof that Tulasi
Dasa translated his Rdma-carita-mdnasa from this so-
called &ambhw Rdmayana. If, however, he did this, it
cannot diminish our admiration for a translation more
beautiful than the original, or make us forget that he was
also the author of the Glta Rdmayana, the Kavitta
Rdmayana, the Vinaya Pattrilcd, and other fine works.
G. A. G.
ON THE PHONETICS OF THE WARDAK VASE
The inscription on this vase, of which an account is
given by Mr. Pargiter on pp. 1060 ff. of the JRAS. for
1912, is in the KharosthI character, and belongs, like
nearly all other writings in that character, to the extreme
north-west of India, i.e. to the locality in which the
languages which I call " Modern Pi^aca " are now spoken.
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It is a well-known fact that in the Kharosthi character
consonants which are doubled in Sanskrit or Pali are
written as single letters. It has hitherto been customary
to treat this fact as an instance of a defective alphabet,
and, in editing inscriptions in this character, to assume
that the double letters should be restored. Thus in the
case of this vase-inscription Mr. Pargiter restores gadigrena
to gaddikena, bhradaba to bhrdtabba, paryata to paryatta,
and so on.
I would suggest that a consideration of the modern
vernaculars of the north-west will show that the
assumption that this restoration is required is probably
wrong, and that the dialect in which these Kharosthi
inscriptions are written pronounced these consonants as
single, not as double, letters.
Of the modern Indian vernaculars, Panjabi and Lahnda
(which, though a member of the north-western group,
is strongly influenced by Panjabi) adhere most closely
to the old forms. We have such words as uccd, high;
sadd, a sound; duddh, milk; camm, leather; and many
others which have retained the Pali and Prakrit double
consonants unchanged.
In languages further to the east it is usual to simplify
the double consonant, substituting a single one in its place,
and at the same time to lengthen and sometimes nasalize
the preceding vowel in compensation. Thus, for example,
Hindi has Uchd, sad, dudh, and cam,.
On the other hand, the north-western languages prefer
to simplify the double consonant without lengthening the
preceding vowel. This is most marked in Sindhi and the
Modern Pilaca languages, which have uco (S.); sada
(Ksh.); ddudh" (S.), ddd (Ksh.); and cam" (S.), cam
(Ksh.). The same peculiarity is sometimes noticeable in
Lahnda, as in dabh, compared with the Panjabi dabbh,
although, as has been stated, in Lahnda the double
consonants are generally retained.
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The modern languages of the north-west were spoken
in the same locality as that in which the dialect or dialects
recorded in Kharosthi were spoken. As the former are
peculiar in refusing to employ double consonants, it is
reasonable to assume that double consonants were not
pronounced in the Pali of the north-west, and that
Kharosthi inscriptions, so far from being imperfect
representations of pronunciation, were in this respect
phonetically accurate.
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It must be remembered that we have no other inscrip-
tions in any other character to authorize us to " restore "
the double letters in these dialects.
G. A. G.
CAMBBBLEY.
October 22, 19 IS. .
ALOPEN AND SILADITYA
Professor Takakusu (I-tsing, p. xxviii, n. 8) states that
Alopen, the Nestorian missionary to China, visited Siladitya,
in India, in the year 639 A.D. This statement is based on
a remark of Edkins, quoted in the Athenceum of July 3,
1880, p. 8. Back numbers of the AtJiencewm, are not
readily available, and more than one writer has accepted
Takakusu's account, without testing it, as an important
contribution to the history of Christianity in India.
I myself did this in the article Bhakti-marga, in Hastings'
Encyclopaedia of Religion and Ethics, vol. ii, p. 548.
Since then the statement has been called in question,
and I have been able to trace it to its source. I now
hasten to correct any wrong impression which may
have been caused by my trust in Takakusu. He is quite
wrong, and has entirely misunderstood Edkins. In the
passage referred to, Edkins is not dealing with Siladitya,





The Kashmiri word dmpa means " feeding beak to
beak ", as a bird feeds its young ones. Kashmiri Pandits
invariably translate it by the Sanskrit word kanamoksa.
For instance, the following passage in a well-known
folktale in Sir Aurel Stein's collection runs as follows:—
ami chv/nakh dyuP^moP1 ampa-lcani lcondu, she (the bird
step-mother) has fed them (her two step-children) beak to
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